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Section I
INTRODUCTION
This document is the combined Engineering/Users Manual for the modified
Solid Rocket Booster Performance Evaluation Model (SRB- MID). The SRB-IIID
model. was developed as an extension to the internal ballistics module (IBM) of
the Boeing developed SRB-II performance program. Because of the similarities
of the two models, this manual has been prepared to supplement the original
Boeing documentation (References 1 and 2). The reader, therefore, is requested
to refer to these documents for the understanding of the general program flow.
Part I of this manual contains the engineering description of SRB-IIID
which describes the approach used to develop the IIID concept and an explana-
tion of the modifications which were necessary to implement these concepts.
Part II of this manual contains program user information and describes the
revised options available to the user of the SRB-IIID program.
This document contains Volume I of three volumes, which describe the
SRB-IIID model. Volume II contains a sample SRB-IIID prediction case, and
Volume III is the programmers manual containing a brief description of some of
the major subroutines, a detailed listing of the program and a cross reference




PART I - SRB-IIID ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION
2.1 SRB-IIID CONCEPT
The motor configuration upon which the SRB-IIID program calculations are
based is divided into three sections (see Figure 2-1): the head end section,
the cylindrical section and the aft-end section. The geometry of both the head
and aft-end sections is modeled exclusively through the use of tables of burn
area as a function of burn distance. The grain geometry in the cylindrical
section is defined at several planes which are perpendicular to the motor longi-
tudinal axis. These planes are called reference planes and are used to define
propellant grain cross-sectional changes along the _length of the cylindrical
section of a motor. The propellant surface contained between adjacent pairs
of reference planes is then assumed to vary in a linear manner.
The cylindrical section is further divided by the program into a number
of increments or mass addition regions by the location of increment dividing
planes along the longitudinal axis as shown in Figure 2-2. Values of cross-
sectional geometry are determined at the increment dividing planes during the
burn modeling by linear interpolation between adjacent pairs of reference planes.
The cylindrical section is usually the longest single portion of a motor
and the division of this portion in the manner described above provides a more
accurate analytical description of the motor being simulated. The use of in-
crement dividing planes to define mass addition regions allows the program to
calculate propellant mass generation times as a function of the burning rate
which varies along the length of the cylindrical section.
The purpose of developing the SRB-IIID model was to provide the capability
of modeling asymmetrical ` grain conditions which are likely to exist in large
solid rocket motors (such as the Space Shuttle SRB), and to be able to predict
the effects of these asymmetries on the resulting performance. Examples of the
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as abnormal curing of the grain, mandrel offsets, and so forth; and asymmetri-
cal radial temperature gradients which occur due to a motor's exposure to a
particular environment.
The basic method used to model these eccentricities is to further divide
the propellant grain in the cylindrical section into circumferential sectors.
These sectors are equally spaced subtending angles of 2Tr/n (where n is the
number of sectors) and the vertex of each sector is on the longitudinal axis
of the motor. Each sector is allowed to have discrete local propellant
properties which are not necessarily continuous between sectors. Initial
sector properties are defined at each input reference plane and are assumed to
vary linearly between adjacent reference planes. During the propellant burn
modeling, sector properties and their resulting effect on the grain regression
are monitored at each reference plane and subsequently at each increment
dividing plane.
2.2 SRB-IIID MODELING ASSUMPTIONS
Subsection 2.1 describes how the initial geometry of the motor being
simulated is defined for input and subsequently monitored during the burn
simulation. Prior to describing the program method of solution, several assump-
tions which were necessary to translate the physical system into the analytical
model contained in SRB-IIID are listed below.
(1) Propellant burning during ignition and steady-state operation occurs
normal to the exposed grain surface.
(2) The burn rate in the fore and-aft head sections is assumed to be 	 r
constant over the burning surface of the entire region in the two
sections respectively.
(3) Mass addition occurs instantaneously with no velocity component along
the motors longitudinal axis.
71	 (4) Pressure and other thermodynamic properties are constant at any
increment dividing plane despite discontinuous sector geometry.
(5) No burning occurs at discontinuous (circumferential-) sector faces. 	 i
(6) The products of combustion obey the perfect gas law. 	 j
(7) The gas flow is one-dimensional and adiabatic.
(8) For a given cross-section perpendicular to the motor longitudinal
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(9) 'The heat capacity of the combustion gasses is constant.
(10) The friction forces of the combustion gasses in the port cavity
are negligible.
2.3 SR3-IIID METHOD OF SOLUTION
The initial grain geometry within the cylindrical section of the motor is
described for each sector by defining sector values at the input reference
planes. The program reads these input values along with other propellant vari-
ables and end section geometry arrays to start the simulation. The program
divides the cylindrical section into a number of increments or mass addition
regions by the location of increment dividing planes along the longitudinal
axis of the motor as mentioned earlier. These increment dividing planes are
automatically placed at each input reference plane and then at specified inter-
vals (AZ) down the length of the cylindrical section until either a segment
slot face (the gap formed when two grain segments are joined) or the next
reference plane is passed. During the time solution of the burn simulation
the sector port perimeter and sector port area are determined for each sector
of each increment dividing plane by linear interpolation between adjacent
reference planes. Mass addition is assumed to occur as r step process calcu-
lated on an individual sector basis and then summed to provide the total mass
addition between two adjacent increment dividing planes.
The macroscopic flow through the SRS-IIID model is shown in Figure 2-3.
The 'program is broken down into two separate and distinct phases. The First
phase is the initialization and input phase, and the second phase is the (time-
step) internal ballistic solution.
The functions of the first phase are to read the input data, initialize
reference plane/sector geometry and burn rate values, place the increment
dividing planes in the manner mentioned above, check for input data errors and
print the end section and cylindrical section (sector) initial geometry values.
After phase l is completed, the internal ballistic solution is initiated,
by determining the sector geometry values at each reference plane and the
}
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geometry for both end sections using linear interpolation of the input geometryf	 /.
tables (burn area versus distance burned in the end sections and reference
plane/sector port perimeter as a function of distance burned in the cylindrical
section). The solution proceeds to the calculation of the 'start transient
using input values of head-end pressure as a function of time. An initial
estimate of the burn rate pressure coefficient is made, based on the 'motor
configuration parameters and the appropriate (time) value of head-end pressure.
This value of the burn rate pressure coefficient is then used in the burn rate
law to determine the instantaneous values of mass addition and mass discharge
from the head-end section. These values establish the initial thermodynamic
	 I




The solution of the cylindrical section (which is where the IIID modeling
concept has been installed) is begun by setting the geometry values in each
sector of increment dividing plane 1 equal to the sector values at reference
plane 1. Next, a sector burn rate is found as a function of the static pres-
sure at increment dividing plane 1 for each sector being simulated. (The
process by which increment dividing plane sector burn rates are established is 1
described in more detail in subsection 2.5 of this manual.)
The values of sector geometry at increment dividing plane 2 are found
using linear interpolation between the appropriate sectors of reference planes
1 and 2-(the upstream and downstream reference planes). The increment section
mass addition rate is determined for each sector in the mass addition region
as a function of sector values of port perimeter at the upstream and downstream
	
1
increment dividing planes, the increment distance (AZ), and the sector burning
z
rate at the upstream adjacent increment dividing plane. Once pertinent vari-
ables in each sector being simulated have been calculated in this manner, the
resulting sector mass generation rates are summed to produce a total for that
mass addition region. (This portion of the solution is done in a similar
i
manner to SRB-II, the only difference is that the calculations are done on a
sector basis rather than an entire mass addition region and the sector results
are then summed to produce the total for the mass addition region. (Sections
4 and 5 of Reference 3 should be consulted for a more detailed description of
the solution within a mass addition region.)
2-7
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With the total mass generation calculated for the mass addition region,
the solving then proceeds to determine the static pressure loss (due to mass
generation) and other thermodynamic parameters which are the inlet conditions
	 r
for the next mass addition region. The sector burn rates for increment
dividing plane 2 are then determined, as a function of the static pressure
just calculated.
This procedure is then initiated again by interpolating the sector
geometry values at the next increment dividing plane and so on until the down-
stream reference plane is reached. At this point the downstream reference
plane becomes the upstream plane and the next reference plane is picked up to
1
continue the solution of the cylindrical section.
Once the solution in the cylindrical section is complete (the aft tangent
plane is reached) the same general calculations are performed in the aft-end
section, with the exception that a sector solution is not necessary.
i
i
Following the solution in the aft end, the flow rate of propellant dis-
charged through the nozzle is computed on the basis of being isentropic (for
choked flow) and is then compared with the total propellant discharged from
the three sections of motor grain. If these two values do not agree within a
specified tolerance, the burn rate pressure coefficient is adjusted and the
program returns to the head-end section to solve the entire model over again.
This process is repeated until convergence is achieved. Once equilibrium is
reached, additional ballistic properties are computed and the motor perform-
ance data is printed for the current time point.
i
s
Following the motor performance printout the thickness burned during the
previous time step in each sector of each increment dividing plane is calcu-
lated as a function of the sector burn rates and added to the previous values
of sector distance burned. A check is made to detemine if a web burnout has
occurred during the previous time in any of the sectors being simulated at
	
1
each of the increment dividing planes. If a burnout has occurred in any
i
sector, a comment is printed which notes the sector number and increment
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The time is incremented by the computed time interval and the program
returns to begin the next time point solution.
When the start transient has been completed (determined by the last time
point in the input head pressure-time history tables), steady flow conditions
are assumed and the burn rate pressure coefficient is held constant (with the
exception of modification due to radial gradients, see subsection 2.5) while
the head-end pressure is iterated upon to seek equilibrium during each time
point solution.
This entire process is repeated for each time point solution until any
one of the following criteria is met: the chamber pressure is less than or
equal to the ambient pressure, the input value of maximum time is reached,, or
the propellant is totally expended.
2.4 SRB-II PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS
To facilitate the implementation of the SRB-IIID concept into SRB-II
several of the broad capabilities contained in SRB-II were removed. The
following list shows the general capabilities which were eliminated.
(1) All theoretical Isp and grain composition calculations
(2) Lewis thermochemical module
(3) Anisotropic burn capability
(4) Inert sliver options
(5) Reconstruction capability
(6) All CG and MOI calculations
(7) Dispersion module
(8) Thrust scaling module
(9) Capability to model totally uninhibited slot interfaces
(10) Capability to model cross sectional shapes other than a circular
port in the cylindrical section of the motor.
Once these items and the associated program logic were removed from
SRB-II, the next objective was to install the IIID concept in such a way as
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ballistics solution. An example of how this was accomplished was briefly
'described in the previous subsection pertaining to the SRB-IIID method of solu-
tion. This involved the solution of sectors of mass addition regions in the
	 {
cylindrical section, then summing the sector contributions to determine the
mass addition region total mass generation and resulting total port geometry
prior to performing the gas dynamic solution of the discharge conditions.
2.5 SRB-IIID THEORETICAL EQUATION MODIFICATION
Two areas of calculation which were contained in the original SRB-II
modeling logic were modified specifically for use in the SRB-IIID model. These
areas pertained to the method of burn rate calculation and to the manner in
which the port volume was calculated for use in the mass addition region gas
dynamic solution.
The simplified form of the burn rate law which is used in SRB-II is shown
in Equation (1) below. (References 2 and 3 should be consulted for a more




rb is the burn rate
a is the burn rate pressure coefficient
P is the local static pressure
_ n is the burn rate pressure exponent.
For the purposes of modeling asymmetric radial thermal gradients or.grain
bulk temperatures which are different from the assumed reference bulk tempera-
ture the burn rate pressure coefficient is modified as shown in Equation (2).
(a (T - T ) )
a' = a* [e 




a' is the modified burn rate pressure coefficient
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a  is the pressure coefficient temperature sensitivity factor
TG is the grain temperature present at the burning face
T  is the reference bulk temperature upon which a  is based.
When thermal gradients are being simulated, the sector burn rate is deter-
mined as a function of the temperature (T G) existing in that sector in addition
to the static pressure existing at the particular increment dividing plane.
The grain temperature in each sector is determined during the burn simulation
as a function of the local sector burn face distance from the case wall.
The calculation of port volume within a mass addition region was modified
in SRB-IIID to account for asymmetric radial web burn outs. Prior to a web
burn out in any sector of a mass addition region, the sector port volume is
calculated as a function of port area at the up and downstream increment
dividing planes and the increment length as shown in Equation (3) below:
(A1	 2+ A )
+	 Vl =
	
2	 * AZ 	 (3)
where:
V1 is the sector port volume
AI is the sector port area at the upstream increment dividing plane
A2 is the sector port area at the downstream increment dividing plane
AZ  is the increment length
When a web burn out occurs within a sector of a mass addition region,
part of the sector between the increment dividing planes which define the mass
addition region contains fuel and part of the sector is void of fuel. The AZ1
term in the above equation becomes the length of fuel remaining in the sector
mass addition region and a new AZ T is calculated to account for the length
within the sector mass addition region which is void of fuel. The new AZ' is
the distance from either the upstream increment dividing plane or the down-
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(see Figure 2-4) depending on the direction-from which the burn out occurs.






* AZ1 + Al * AZ ' + A2 * AZ T
	(4)
In the above equation one of the last two terms would be zero depending on the
direction from which the burn out occurs as shown in Figure 2-4.
2.6 SRB-IIID PROGRAM LIMITATIONS
The SRB-IIID program has the following further limitations in addition to
those limitations in SRB-II noted in References 1 and 3.
(1) A maximum of 8 circumferential sectors is used to describe grain
asymmetrics.
(2) Circular port (with minor deviations) is the only cross sectional
configuration allowed in the cylindrical section.
(3) Sector radial gradient inputs are applied equally at all longitudinal
locations (no longitudinal variations allowed).
(4) If more than one sector is being simulated, sector initial geometry
must be defined for at least sector I of each input reference plane.
(5) Circumferential sector divisions do not apply in the head or aft
end sections.
The next portion of this manual further describes the SRB-IIID program
and provides information necessary to the user of this program.
I
MOTOR AXIS
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CASE
WALL
(a)BURNOUT FROM DOWNSTREAM INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE
MOTOR AXIS







	 - -	 — DOWNSTREAM INCREMENT DIVIDING PLANE
(b)BURNOUT FROM UPSTREAM MOVEMENT DIVIDING PLANE
Figure 2-4._ PARTIAL WEB BURNOUT WITHIN A SECTOR OF A MASS ADDITION REGION
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	 SRB-IIID USERS INFORMATION
3.1 PROGRAM INPUT DATA
The input data for the SRB-IIID model consist of variables compiled as
an integral part of the program (BLOCK DATA) and data input from punched cards.
Punched card input is the prime avenue of input and entered under the two
separate NAMELIST data packages described below. SRB-IIID requires no set-
format input data cards as required by the Lewis thermochemical routines
described in Reference 2 since these routines have been eliminated. The IDNOZL
data package has also been eliminated from SRB-IIID. The remaining data pack-
ages are arranged on cards as shown in Figure 3-1.
3.1.1 Control Data Package
The control data package denoted by a "CONTROL DATA PACKAGE" control card
is composed of NAMELIST data under the name INPUTI and contains integer con-
stants which control the optional outputs such as plot tapes, punched card
outputs, and so forth, and a title header card. The variables included under
the NAMELIST name INPUTI dre defined in Reference 2.
3.1.2 IBM Data Package
.The data necessary to make an internal ballistics prediction are contained
under the "IBM DATA PACKAGE" control card and are entered through the NAMELIST
name IBDATA. The variables contained in this data package include motor case
and propellant grain geometry factors; propellant properties and burning rate
model parameters; non-steady flow, steady-state, and program time control
parameters; nozzle parameters and geometry table parameters.
q,
The revised inputs under the NA14ELIST name IBDATA which were installed for
SRB-IIID are shown in Table 3-1. In addition, several inputs which were
5
formerly available for use in SRB-II and which have been eliminated from SRB-
IIID are listed in Table 3-2. The definitions of these parameters can be found
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Table 3-1. SRB-IIID INPUT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
I
DEFINITION
Grain bulk temperature ( ° F). Input of this variable
> 0 will override any other thermal gradients.
Number of points in the aft end temperature gradient
arrays. Maximum allowable = 25. See TEMAFT(I) and
TAUAFT(I).
Number of points in the head-end temperature gradient
arrays (TEMHED(I) and TAUHED(I). Maximum allowable = 25.
Number of circumferential sectors being simulated in
the cylindrical section. NSCTRS must always be input
if greater than 1.
Number of points in the cylindrical section/sector
thermal gradient arrays TABI(N,IS) and TABD(N,IS).
Dimensional .size is (8) and the maximum allowable
points per sector is 25.
Grain bulk reference temperature (°F) used in the burn
rate law.
Array of reference plane/sector outer fuel radii (in.)
(see Figure 2-2). Dimensional size is (18,8).
Array of reference plane/sector inner port radii (in.)
(see Figure 2-2). Dimensional size is (18,8).
Formerly TAUPL(I,N) in SRB-II. Distance burned in from
the initial port interface (in.). The independent array
for the reference plane dependent array ALPPL(I,N).
Dimensional size is (50,18).
Burn rate pressure coefficient temperature sensitivity
factor (°F- 1 ). This factor is used to modify the value
of the burn rate pressure coefficient whenever a grain
temperature different than the reference temperature
(REFTEM) is being simulated.
Sector dependent array of radial temperature gradient
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Table 3-1. SRB-IIID INPUT VARIABLE DEFINITIONS (%oncluded)
VARIABLE NAME DEFINITION
TABI(N,IS) Sector independent array of distance from the case




TAUAFT(I) Distance burned (in) from the port interface in the
aft-end.	 The independent array for the aft-end
dependent array TEMAFT(I).




TAUHED(I) Distance burned (in) from the port interface in the
head-end.	 The independent array for the head-end
dependent array TEMHED(I).




TEMAFT(I) Dependent array of aft-end temperature gradient data
(°F).	 See NAKAFT and TAUAFT(I).
	 Dimensional size
is	 (25).
TEMHED(I) Dependent array of head-end temperature gradient data
(°F).	 See NAKHED and TAUHED(I).
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3.1.3 SRB-IIID Data Requirements and Options
SRB-IIID has the capability to model from 1 to 8 circumferential sectors
in the cylindrical section of the motor. The variable "NSCTRS" must be set to
the appropriate value if more than one sector is being simulated. The program
assumes that the angle subtended by each sector throughout the entire length
of the cylindrical section to be 2n/NSCTRS. The placement of sector I within
a given motor is arbitrary, however, care should be exercised by the user to
insure that sector properties which are unique are defined in a consistent
manner for each input reference plane.
The variable "RF" and "RI" are the only required sector geometry inputs.
Values of these variables must be defined for sector I at a,l input reference
planes, even if the grain configuration being simulated is initially symmetri-
cal. To simplify the amount of required input, only the values of the inner
radius (RI) and/or the outer radius (RF) of sectors which are different from
the values defined for sector ' I need be input at the respective reference
planes.
1
The only restriction upon the values of RF and RI is that they are assumed
to be measured at the angular mid point of the appropriate sector.
The input variables in SRB-IIID which have been established for asymmetri-
cal radial gradients have been specialized to thermal gradients. For the
cylindrical section of a motor, these inputs include TABI, TABD, and NTAB
(defined in Table 3-1). In the head-end, a single thermal gradient may be
input using the arrays TAUHED and TEMHED. In the aft-end a single gradient
may also be input using the independent array TAUAFT together with the dependent
^i	
array TEMAFT.' When thermal gradient cases are desired to be simulated, the
variable NAKEND (defined in Reference 2) should be used to include either or
both of thf_^ end-sections.
SRB-IIID also has the capability to model grain bulk temperatures (as
opposed to radial thermal gradients) through the specification of the variable
BLKTEM in the input. It should be noted, however, when it is desired to
F
3-7
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simulate radial.gradients, BLKTEM should be set to 0.0, since it has a preset
value of 60°F which will override any thermal gradient data input.
3.2 CURRENT GRAIN DESIGN INPUT DATA
The basic input data required to simulate the latest SRB grain design are
stored in an element file on the SRB-IIID program tape number 07994. This
method of storing the input data eliminates the need for a large and cumber-
some data deck. The data element (CARDZ) contains the basic input data for
the Thiokol TC-227A-75 grain design. The compiled listing of this element is
shown in Figure 3-3 and should be referred to whenever it is desired to change,
modify or add to this data for a particular simulation.
3.3 SRB-IIID SAMPLE PROGRAM RUN DECK
The following is a list of the card deck needed to execute the SRB- IIID
program on the Univac 1108 at MSFC. In all cases the @ symbol (7/8 punch) is
in card column 1 and blank spaces are denoted by the symbol 04
}	 Card 1 @RUNI^SRB3D,IHNTSV453013,URNAMEBINXXX,XX,XXX/XXX









Data updates as required for specific runf	 	 	 	 (see Figure 3-3
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The following is a brief description of each control card listed above.
Card 1
This is the run card of which two are required for each run on the MSFC/
U1108 computer. The user should insert his name in space A , his bin number
in space B , an estimate of the run time (recommended z 10 minutes) in space
C , estimated printer page output (z 500) in space D and an estimate of the
punched cards output (if any is desired) in space E . In addition, it should
be remembered that SRB-IIID requires 40K words of core storage which should be
entered on run card number 2 (green card).
Card 2
This card is optional and causes the run date and page numbers to be
printed at the start of each page of printed output.
Card 3
The third card defines the filename (SRB3D1) and tape number (07994) which
contain the SRB-IIID program. Tape number 07994 should also be noted in the
appropriate space on run card No. 2.
Card 4
Card 4 releases the temporary program file (TPF$) storage area.
I	 Card 5
The fifth card redefines the TPF$ storage and expands it for the SRB-IIID
}	 program.i
i	 Card 6
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Card 8
Card 8 causes the tape containing SRB3D1 to be rewound and releases the
tape unit used for this file.
Card 9
This card signifies that the data element CARDZ is going to be updated,
and that a listing of the entire element including updates, will be produced.
To update this data element, the user is referred to Figure 3-3 which contains
the element listing. Two examples of how this element could be updated are
shown below.
w










The tenth card causes the absolute element of SRB-IIID to be executed.
Card 11
Card 11 causes the updated data element (CARDZ) to be added to the run-
stream.
Card 12
This card signifies that the end of the program deck has been reached.
Two of these cards are required on each deck.
3.4 PROGRAM PRINTED OUTPUT
'j	 The following paragraphs describe the SRB-IIID program output.
it	 3.4.1 Input Data and Initial Values Printout
f	 The input data and initial values printouts are standard forms of output
_..
` for every SRB-I T_ID run. The input data printout duplicates the data element
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(including updates) and is done on a case by case basis. 	 The initial values
printout, as shown in Figure 3-4, lists values for constants, indicators and
the inert mass schedule for the case to be executed. 	 In addition to these
items, the initial cylindrical section geometry is listed for each sector being
simulated at each reference plane, as are geometry values input and calculated
in the end regions.
3.4.2	 Motor Performance Data Printout
Motor performance data are printed at the end of each computation time
step.	 This printout, as shown in Figure 3-5, is identical to that provided
for SRB-II with the exception that the total vacuum specific impulse (Isp) .,...
parameter has been added for SRB-IIID,
3.4.3	 Increment Dividing Plane Data Printout
The increment dividing plane printout follows the motor performance data
printout at each time step and is not optional.	 This print provides the user
with detailed performance data of the mass addition regions in the cylindrical
section as well as the head and aft ends	 (see Figure 3-6). 	 The following list
defines the parameters given for each increment dividing plane.




T	 Static temperature i
U	 Gas velocity
M	 Mach number
LP	 Port perimeter - (Sum of each sector's contribution)
AP	 Port area - (Sum of each sector's contribution)
WDOT	 Discharge mass flow rate (sum of each sector's
contribution)
DWDOT	 Generated mass flow rate - (Sum of each sector's y
contribution)
tDW/DT	 Mass buildup in region - (Sum of each sector's
contribution)
RB	 Sector/IDP average burn rate
TAU	 Sector/IDP average burn distance.
i
t 3-16 a
THESE	 ARE	 THE	 INI T IAL	 VAL U LS FOR CASE	 1
-	 Pt{O(;RAfl
	
CONSTAN T S	 ..._	 ..
_	 ..CURVE	 FIT	 CUNS7A14Ti
CSCUFF11) n 	4735.23CO
CSCUEF'(2)-	 .954695SU-21
CSCULFi31 n 	 -.359902CO-14




COEINT(5) . 	.2617876 {
s
GENC U A1,...PWJ)G R A14 -114OICATORS	 --------------.--	 ----	 ___
NCANN
NCASES n 	 1
-	 NF	 .	 1
N l. E N l S n 	 ?
—. _--^_	 —	
-----
NS ► 	 n 	 V
NTANE	 q	 _	 -
_ JJSTAPE•	 0	 r.
— 1NgN. T 14ASS ISP(S1I1 •
-- Iv,.un^0f. -------	 ---	 ---
i
TQTAL	 INERT	 NASS(HITUF)•	 -	 7350.Jt y
i
I;
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CTL1rlURICAL	 SECTIO N I PIIIIAL	 GEUMETRY
SECTOR F ULL RADIUS 1R ► ) ),1
SECTOR	 • 1	 .. 2	 .• ]	 .. 4	 •• 5	 •• b	 •. 7	 .. 8	 •
RP -
1 72.3840 72.3640 77-•3044 72.384*) 72.3440 y2. 3840 72.364: 72.384^
2 72.3840 72.3842 72.3840 72•384^ 72.364: 72084o 72.3841 770384^
-- 72.34 4 0---72.3840- . - 72.3847 ---12
. 384^ -72;3841-- 72.3H40-72 ► 3841--- 72.3841!
4 72.314C 72.3140 72.3140 72•3141 72.314± 72.314? 72.3140 72.3111*
5 72.2140 72.2140' -72.2142 -	 72 . 214C 72.2140 7212'146 72.214" 72.714^
--•- - +__---.._._..__.72.2140
- --77.2 1 4 ?--- 72':21 4.--72 . 21 4?-'7219.,-- 72:2'14 0 - 72.2140 - 72:2147




• 72 • 31 4 ? 72.1147 72.714? -	 72;71 11^ 72:1147 72•3190
^.
72.314^
_._-9. _	 _ 7 2.2141-- -72.21 4 ^_ ----• 72.214C- =-72 . 2140 --72:214? - 72.214^'°'72:219 - 72:214^
10 72.214C 72.200 77.214E 72.2141 -72.2144	 -- 72.2.1 4 0 72.2140.	 - 72.214^
II 72.2140 72.71°48 72.2140 72.21412 72.2140 72.214^ 72.2140 72.114^
----72•
'
180 ^ --72.tS1 ^.^_----7 2 . IB C .._-72 . 1 9 00--7 2vi d 0 .._•.._72.IBC?-72.1800'-- 72.189 1!-	 •-
-	 13-	 -	 _• 72iI3:2
-72.13.0 72.13^:C- 72 . 1307 -77.130? 72.13G0' 7 2.33^? 72.1301
-_	 14	 .. 71.3440 - 71.3440 71.3440 71.3411-? 71.344-7 71.3440- 71.3490 71.344-7
-	 -- 
15--=------ --- 71 -13 913 
	 -1.1390
	





SECTION 11MI AL GEOMETRY
L	 ?,
SECTOR PORT RADIUS LRII







•• 7	 .. 8	 •
--•-	 '1 28.7270 20,7270 26.7270 28;7273 2A.7270 28.7270 29.7270
I
28.727-7
2 29.1100 29.1Ia., 9.11..-7 29.1104 29.11(1-7 29.1100 29.1106 {19.1 lot*
---3_ ------ 39.1 !00 ..... 7 9
.113. - • 29.1.1:_¢-
--'2 9.11 4 1.._._1 9. 11 0-7_ -_29•. 1 ItIO	 . .29.1 too __
a
29.118!+- _	 9
4 29.9800 26.9870 28.98oi, 18.9800 28.9d02 28.98V0 28.9800 78.9802
5 30.7570 3a.7SOO 3:1.75C!7 30.7500 3J.75CC 30•7SO3 30.7500 30.7502
1854-- 7 1 . 1 8 57-31.. 1 85-- . 31.Ie5n..-- 3I.IASO.- 31.1 8 50__-31.1851 ..-.	 ..-
T	 - 91.1(;So 31•IOSn 31.185%) 31.1852 31.1d51
. 31 . 1959 3,1.1850 31.1451
7
9 28.95x; ZA.95.10 19.95-7. 20.950; 2A. 950o 24.9500 2A. 95p1 29.950?
- _.- 4--_.-
_00.7S.34 -3^^. 75G8---- )n..75r}	 . --30.75.-7_s	 30..75-76_- 3n.7SOO	 _.3 n. 750.^..
i
O 31.14SO 31.185o 31.1850 31.1850 31.1d5c 31.1850 31.1857 31.1851
it.
	 - 11 • 1850 -... 11 . 1 850 31.1 850 .--31-1851- _31 . 16SC -	 31 -1853 31.1850 - 31 . 185!S
--x..12-._ _-^.3S.91JL--1.,•917.:, -1.
	 71.. •
	9.17 •	 lr- )^^	 0^--^J.910,^,.-,..1x•910'7---]?.7184- 10.9100
a
-_- -1.3	 _,.. _- _...31.5k70 -31.5670 -
-31.5674-__.31.5.670
__.11,5670 .-- .31..5671 .. 31.5670 11.5.6.11 3
14.. -43.3200 ...4.;.32110
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CYLINDRICAL SECTION INITIAL	 GEPIIETNY
&	 SELIUN	 PONT ANEA	 (APWT5L)
SLCTOR •	 I	 •• 2	 .• 3	 .• y	 .. y	 •• 6	 •.	 7	 •• 8
RP _.
1 324.759 324075 324.;;7SC 324 • '.'75: 324.575 13 32 4-• 075.^, 324 . 0 7 5-1 324.075'
2 332.7750 332.775C 332.7 7 50 332 . 775^ 332.775 17 332.775 ,) 332.7757 332.775
- -3	 -- -• 332.77SO•-•332.77512- 317..715;Y--- 332 .7 75?---332.775^--332.7752 --3 32.7 7 5?- 332.775^	 -
11 329.8700 327.e:u2 379.0:. S ,? 329•8CC0 329.8•:L17 32 9• SCOO 3 29.80'!C 329-BLOC
5 371.3250 371.325 n• 371.325x• 371 . 32 5 ^. 3 7 1.325^ 371 . 325? 3 71.3250 371.325.^
--- ..6 . ----	 •-^- 381 .9nOJ -l81 .4^^.^ - 381 .9^f1C -381 :99tT2 --381 . 97D x' -38 17 9 C7C _ 3 8 1 :9CD^
7 381.9739 38 1+ 9 030 341.9 n10 - 381 .9 70^. 3 8 1. 9 '.Q^ 3 8 1 .9 :00 381.90^? 381.9170^
d 329-IZSD 31 9 .1250 329.125; 32 9. 12 5 0 329.125^ 329. 1252 329.1250 32 9 .12 5 ^	 j
-----9-----. .•-371.325^ - 3 7 1.325;-37t.325^- 771 . 32 5 (1-]71:325'?
	
371.325;	 371.-325:•-J7t:J25^_ 3
17 101 .9000 381 .9,)@? 381 .9;'IC	 -381 • 9C7^ 3010 1 0C 38164cC +1 ' 381 1 9 000 381-900 7	y
It 381.9%00 301.9ja! 381:9' _ 391 -? 130C 361.9^rt 381 381.90!yj 381.9DCt,
---•12----- -d 7 5.2,)±^-315.2 `170-d75.2f7?--375 . 2?0^-] 75:22C^--J7s-^z5P:'- '375:•2^;7-.375 : 2D0^.--- -
-•	 13 --391.3125 391.3125 391.3125- 391.3125- 3 9 1.3125 391.3125 3 91.3125 391.3125
1 4 638.4125_ 63 q .412S 630q .4125 - 63 8 .412 S 638.4125 636.412S -- 6 38.4125 . 638.412S
j
--IS-------682.Z^ .Z- 4i2•2000--642.2000-642 . 2nO'1---6'62.1uC?-682.2Q03- 6 82.20n ,3-692.200^----
1
CYLINDRICAL SECTION tNIfIAL	 GEUMETRY
SECIUR	 PONT	 PERIMETER	 (ALPSEC)
SECIUR .	 1	 .• 2	 .. 3	 •.' 4	 •. 5	 .• 6	 .. 7	 •• 8
Rp
-	 1 22.5615 21.5675 22.5625 22.5625 22.5625 22.5625 22.S62S 22.5625
2 22.8615 12.8625 22 •b 62S 22 . 6625 22.8625 22.8625 72.8625 72.8615
_..
	 3	 _.. ..	 ._31.0625--- . J1.062S• 31.,7625
4 22.7625 22.7625 21.7625 22.7[,25 22.7625 22.762S 22.7675 22.7625
5 14.0588 24.$588-. 24.8589 14.0500 24.8588 ?4.SS.SB .24.8588 74.8588
-. -6--
	 ---- -••24.4775. _.__24.'1925--24.4915-74. 4925--24.4925._._34.4925 -_24.4925-_ 24.4925.
7 46.2375 46.2375 46.2375.. 46.2375 46.2375- ._46.2375 46.2375 46.2375
8 - 22. 7 37 5 	22.7375	 22.7375..- 22.7375 22.7!75	 .	 22 . 737 5 72.7375	 22.7375
_-_-9..___.-.-_-2.4.;1512--24.1512---24.1512 ---24.1412--24.1512-24.1512-•- 74.1512--24.1612 •_	 __
10 24.14925	 24.4925	 24.4925 74.4925 14.4925	 24.4925 29.4925	 24.4925
I1 43.67S3--•43.675;
	





-	 13 24.7925 -•_ . 24.7925• ---24.7 9 25 .•-34.7925 --24.7 9 25 -- 24 . 7925 • . 24.7 9 2S	 24.792S
14 31.667S -	 31.6675	 •31.6 6 75 31.6675 -31.6 6 75	 - 31 . 6675 31-•6675-	 31.6675
C	 ----15 -' ------12.7:]5?-	 32.335?-- -3'. 7.35x-]2 •`7 35 +,--37., 73" -32•.735,0-32•-73 S I)	 2.7350 _-
Figure 3-4.	 SAMPLE SRS-IIID INITIAL VALUES PRINTOUT (Continued)
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PARAMETER	 DESCRIPTION	 (UNITS! NOMENCLATUHE	 INTERNATIONAL
MOTOR	 PARAMETERS:
TOTAL	 OELI V EREO	 THRUST	 IN,LBF) •_ FIDEL 1092S797.-
TOTAL	 VACUUM
	
THRUST	 iN,LBF) FTVAC 11005249.
THRUST	 CONTRIBUTION	 OF	 INERT$









IMPULSE	 (S,S) TISP 256.86414
VACUUM	 TOTAL
	
IMPULSE	 (N • S,L5F • S) SHMVTI .97139043+09





HAS$	 FLOURATE	 lKG/SrLBH/S) *DOT 4342.0758
FLOARATE
	 INTEGRAL	 (KG,Lbh) SMOVTN 382227.54
INLNT	 MASS	 FLOMRAtE.	 (KG/S,LRM/S) M1P 26.868344
.INERT	 MASS	 REMAINING	 (KG,LBM) MIR 1075.3749
TOTAL	 BURN	 AREA
	 ( M•0 2,IN •• 21 ASTOT 263.94333
TOTAL
	 PROPELLANT	 VOLUME	 (M • •3, IN••3.)_,_. •___ .__ •_	 VF 71..802714
PROPELLANT	 MASS	 REMAINING	 (KG,LBM) WF 123299.57
TOTAL	 GAS	 MASS	 (KGoLBM) AGTOT 12SO-32SB
RATIO
	
OF	 SPECIFIC	 H EATS GAMA 1.1547544





VEL O CITY	 tN/S,FT/S( CSTAR 1559•AS47
MAX IfTUM	 CHAMBER
	
MACH	 NUMBE R  AMPN .94623407-01
HEAD	 E N O PARAMETERS:
TO-TAL
	
PRESSURE	 tN/ M.• 2,LBF/IN• • 2) PH .43737724.09
PRESSURE
	




(M••2,IN••Z)	 _	 _ AHH 6.9763955
BURN
	 RATE	 lM/S,IN/S) R6Z(I1 .93789346-02
DISTANCE	 BURNED	 (M.IN)
_.	 TAVLIi) .79606555
P R OPELLANT	 VOLUME	 lM.•].IN••]1 VFH 1.4795631
GAS	 VOLUME










RADIAL	 BUR N	AREA	 (h••2,Ih.•2) AHCYL 256.96694
_	 5E^>MENT	 FACE	 BURN	 A REAtM •• 2rlN •• 21.-°	---_...A13SLoI .	 0000000
PROPELLA:T	 VOLUME	 tM •• 3,I0 • 31 VFCYL 69.321250




N0L	 ENT	 IrI /M.•Z,LBF/IN..2) PON ,42951891.09
PHES`,URE	 INTEGRAL	 (N•S/M••7,LBF•S/IN.•2) SPONDT .38787616.11
_	
BURN	 AREA	 (M••2,IN••Z) AAN .00000(100
BURN
	 RATE.	 REGION	 A	 (M/5.1+I/SEC) R81(NI•l,l) .936`1086-02
BURN	 RATE,	 REGION	 9	 tM/S,IN/SECT RSZ(NI+2,1) .935707RS-02





B	 ( M.1fl) TAUL(NI.2,I) .52SOISCn
PROPELLANT	 VOLUME	 tM••3,IN••3) VFfi .19323254-02
GAS	 VOLUME	 (M••3.IN•-3) 
	 ._... VPN 17.D47527
GAS
	 ST A TIC	 TE M PT	 N01	 ENT	 (DEG	 K,DEG	 R ) PRNTINI.2,3) 3400.7742
PORT	 AREA.	 NOZ	 ENT	 lM •• 2,IN 4 .21 AZA 10.208639
NOZZLE	 PARAMETERS:
TNROAT	 AREA	 (M•.2,IN..21 AT 1.576879S
EXPANSION	 RATIO EPR	 - 6.8163242





	 COEFFICIENT AKRST .378102SO-01
NUIiSER	 OF	 PRESSUREITEHATIO&IS A14LOPS 3.c000OCD
Figure 3-5.
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If the motor being simulated is segmented, data for the variables listed
above will also be included for each slot in the IDP printout. These data are
printed for the slot forward and aft interface locations as shown in Figure 3-7.
3.4.4 Diagnostic Data Dumps
The diagnostic data dumps contained in SRB-IIID are the same as those in
SRB-II. Users who desire to use those dumps should first consult the SRB-II
Users Manual (Reference 2).
3.4.5 Web Burnout Data Printout
When a web burnout occurs in any sector of an increment dividing plane,
a statement is printed as shown in Figure 3-8. The contents of this message
are described below.
VARIABLE STATEMENT
WEB BURNOUT INCREMENT LOCATION XXX.XXX
TAUWDP = XX.XXX
TIME = XX. X:
DEFINITION
This is the longitudinal
location of the increment
dividing plane.
This is the sector number
where the burnout has occur-red.
This is the increment dividing
plane/sector value of distance
burned.
This is the increment dividing
plane/sector value of the
web thickness.
This is the calculation time
point at which the burnout
was detected.
SECTOR NO. = X
TAU = XX.XXX
In addition to the web burnout statement mentioned above, subroutine
PARTBN prints out a message (see Figure 3-8) for sectors of mass addition
regions which are partially burned out. The contents of this message are
shown below.	
w
TIME = XXX.XX	 Time at which PARTBN called
IS = X	 Sector number i
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ZCALC(XXX) = XXX.XX	 Upstream increment dividing plane longitudinal
location.
AINCW = XXX.XX	 New location of downstream limit of sector mass
addition region
AINCHI = XXX.XX	 New location of upstream limit of sector mass
addition region
DELI = XX.XXX	 Distance between AINCW and AINCHI.
ALP = XXX.XX	 Total circular perimeter existing at AINCW
ALPHI = XXX.XX	 Total circular perimeter existing at AINCHI.
It should be noted that while this message is printed for each sector of the
mass addition region which is partially burned out, the values of perimeter
(ALP and ALPHI) are not sector values but total perimeters. These values
should be divided by the number of sectors being simulated to determine the
sector values.
3.5 MAGNETIC TAPE OUTPUT
The SRB-IIID program has three optional magnetic tape outputs. The first
two are the internal ballistics data tape written on unit 12, and the internal
r'
ballistics plot tape written on unit 13, both of which are discussed in the
SR3-II Users Manual. The third tape is one which is set up to generate data
specifically for the Shuttle vehicle program and contains the following data
written at each computation time step.
(1) Time from ignition (sec)
(2) Total vacuum thrust (lbf)
(3) Total vacuum Isp (sec)
i (4) Thrust coefficient
(5) Throat area (in.2)
(6) Nozzle exit area (in.2)
(7) Nozzle entrance total pressure (psia)





	 The writing of this tape is controlled by specifying variable NSTAPE = 1,
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3.6 PUNCHED CARD OUTPUT
r X
	
	 SRB-IIID will punch performance parameters on cards ' at the conclusion of
each time step by setting the variable NSCARD = 1, in the control data package
of the input data. The parameters which are punched on each card are shown
below.
(1) Time from ignition (sec)
(2) Total vacuum thrust (lbf)
(3) Total vacuum Isp (sec)
(4) Head-end total pressure (psia)
When this optional output is selected, the user is reminded to specify card
output on his run card and estimate the number of cards to be punched. A
nominal value of 200 should be adequate for most cases.
The sample case contained in Volume II will provide the user with a better
understanding of the input data and prediction outputs.
I
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